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SYNERGY IS 
YOUR FRIEND 
[repeat] 

The biggest recommendation I 
made to families during conferences regarded Synergy 
usage.  I put in about seven hours of work Sunday mornings 
and I stay at school late on Tuesday nights—until they kick 
me out at 10:15.  I do try to keep Synergy updated 
throughout the week, but by Wednesday morning the online 
gradebook is fairly comprehensive.  

I recommend checking Synergy once a week on 
Wednesdays.  If anything seems amiss or if you have 
questions there are a lot of sources to help you.  If you click 
on the assignment’s name it brings up a narrative explaining 
the assignment.  Look at the comments I made regarding the 
student’s score on the assignment.  You can access my 
website for handouts and other hints.  If you click on the task 
in the Google calendar embedded in the main page of my 
website it brings up an additional narrative.  There are a 
plethora of resources at your fingertips.  Please use them. 

If your answer is not 
forthcoming, then copy and paste 
the information into an email and 
send a specific question my way 
(pbinder@pps.net).  Please be 
specific.  “Why am I (my 
son/daughter) getting a D?” is not a specific question.  You 
will need to do a little work and investigation.  What scores 
are low?  What has not been turned in?  When have you 
been absent?  

I provide a lot of information so that students and 
parents can help determine and promote solutions, rather 
than just flail about blindly in the sea of education.  I do 
provide life preservers, but please help by doggy-paddling 
and keeping your head(s) above water. 
 

EARLY 
VACATION?   

If you happen to be leaving early on 
an extended holiday, please make sure to 
complete any and all assignments before leaving.  Honestly, it 
takes me three to four times longer to evaluate, assess, and 
update a late assignment as compared to one that is submitted 
early or on time.  Please help me and other educators by 
assisting in this endeavor. 

As always, if a student is absent or “forgets” about an 
assignment, please use the planner to see what s/he has 
missed or what needs to be submitted for the task. 
 

♠ 
 

READING  
READING LOG/ 
PROJECT #5 

The “logs” for the second 
quarter will be projects for those 
who have not been successful with 
the reading logs.  Those who have 
successfully submitted reading 
logs may, if they so desire, continue 
to read, summarize and submit a log 
of their reading.  The rest, however, do not have that choice. 

Reading Project #5 can be either a book review or an 
advertising campaign for a current novel the students have 
read or are reading.  In this edition I will review the review and 
introduce the advertising campaign. 

Let’s get one thing clear right off the bat: a book review is 
not a book report. A book review is a real form of writing real 
writers use to write real things about real books that really 
matter to them…really. 

A book report is a made up form of writing, used only in 
school, that some teachers ask kids to write in order to prove 
that they have read a particular book. A book report most often 
involves reciting information from a text and answering 
someone else’s questions about it. A book review most often 
involves creating 
new and original 
information about a 
text and answering 
one’s own questions 
about it. 

Book reviews 
can contain just about any type of information related to the 
text, to the reader, or to the world of books and readers in 
general. Here are some typical things book reviews include:  
 

• An interesting lead. Reviewers will often start out 
their reviews with some kind of catchy phrase that 
glosses something interesting from the book. 

• A brief plot summary. Reviewers don’t retell the 
story. They just give you a quick summary of the plot, 
rarely more than a paragraph or two. 

• The reviewer’s favorite part. Assuming the book was 
enjoyable to the reviewer, it’s always fun to talk about 
one’s favorite part and what makes it special. 

• The reviewer’s interpretation of the main idea. This 
is the one most important thing the writer wants the 
reader to know. Most reviewers will address this 
directly because it is often the key to understanding 
what the book is really all about. 



• An evaluation. In most book reviews, reviewers will 
come right out and say whether they think the books is 
good or not, or what parts were better than others. 

• A recommendation. Since one of the purposes of 
writing book reviews is to get other readers to read 
certain books, book reviewers often end their reviews 
with a recommendation. 

 

The guidelines and a “how to” document has already been 
posted to the READING page of the Binder Core website.  It is 
fairly comprehensive and even has an example review.  I will 
delineate and practice the new assignment with the students 
this week, as well as provide handouts.  The review  or 
advertising campaign is due shortly after students return from 
Winter Break on Tuesday, January 7. 

The other choice is an advertising campaign for a movie 
adaptation of the novel.  Students should design an original 
advertising campaign to promote the movie for the book.  
Students need to include each of the following: a poster, a 
radio or TV commercial, a billboard advertisement, and an ad 
of the student’s choice (a bumper sticker, a button, a magazine 
or newspaper ad, etc.). 

o the poster should include the title and author of the 
book, a tag line, a dominant image, credits (actors 
portraying the main characters), and your name 

o the radio/TV commercial should last for thirty to forty-
five seconds when presented 
§ include the title and author of the book 
§ include a teaser to lure people into watching the 

movie	   
o The billboard advertisement should include the title 

and author of the book as well as a tag line and a 
symbol/image to represent the movie 

o The ad of the student’s choice must not be a repeated 
ad type (poster, commercial, or billboard) and must 
incorporate images, words, and 
elements essential to a successful 
advertising campaign 
§ All artwork, phrasings, etc. must 

be the work of the student and 

not already produced/used for the novel 
 

SHORT STORIES  
We are taking another week off from short stories.  We 

are using the time to focus on the review/advertising campaign, 
writing, and other aspects and 
demands of Binder Core and da 
Vinci.  
 

♠ 
 

WRITING  
VOCABULARY #7 

The last vocabulary quiz of the 
year (2013) is this Thursday (12/19). As a reminder, regular 
vocabulary and W3 students on lists #1-20 have the same quiz 
format as previous quizzes.  The regular vocabulary students 
have to fill in blanks.  The W3 students on lists #1-20 have 
stems and mystery questions. 

The W3 students on lists #21+, however, have a slightly 
new twist to their quizzes.  W3 #21+ have stems, words, and 
definitions on the front side of the quiz, and a “flip side” on the 
back side of the quiz.  The flip side involves using the context 
(the bold words) in a sentence to determine which word from 
the current list fits the 
context.  The guidelines are 
posted on the W3 page of 
the website. 
 

THIS I BELIEVE  

Students are invited to 
contribute to this project by writing and submitting their own 
statement of personal belief. I understand how challenging this 
is—it requires such intimacy that no one else can do it for 
them. To guide you through this process, I offer these 
suggestions: 

Tell a story: Be specific. Take your belief out of the ether 
and ground it in the events of your life. Consider moments 
when belief was formed or tested or changed. Think of your 
own experience, work, and family, and tell of the things you 
know that no one else does. Your story need not be heart-
warming or gut-wrenching—it can even be funny—but it should 
be real. Make sure your story ties to the essence of your daily 
life philosophy and the shaping of your beliefs. 

Be brief: Your 
statement should be 
between 350 and 500 
words. That’s about three 
minutes when read aloud at 
your natural pace. 

Name your belief: If 
you can’t name it in a 
sentence or two, your essay might not be about belief. Also, 
rather than writing a list, consider focusing on one core belief, 
because three minutes is a very short time.  



Be positive: Please 
avoid preaching or 
editorializing. Tell us what you 
do believe, not what you don’t 
believe. Avoid speaking in the 
editorial “we.” Make your essay 
about you; speak in the first 
person. 

Be personal: Write in words and phrases that are 
comfortable for you to speak. We recommend you read your 
essay aloud to yourself several times, and each time edit it and 
simplify it until you find the words, tone, and story that truly 
echo your belief and the way you speak. 

Students will work on choosing a topic and creating an 
introduction during the week.  We will be listening to several 
examples in class to help guide and direct the students.  
Please ask them about their topic.  

This is a much shorter, sweeter, and simpler written piece 
than the detective story.  It is, however, no less of a demand on 
the students.  I am asking them to talk about something they 
believe it—a topic most adults would consider cringe-worthy.  It 
is essential, however, to examine 
what it is that we do believe and 
why.  I am excited to see what they 
write. 
 

♠ 
 

HISTORY 
CURRENT EVENT #7 

Missing or make-up  
presentations for current event #7 
occur Monday (12/16).  The  
group current event quiz is Friday 
(12/20) and it will contain questions about our short stories. 

 

AMERICAN REVOLUTION 
We begin our journey into the American Revolution.  This 

week we will be reading "Toward Independence" (chapter 5: 
pages 62-77).  As we progress through the chapter, and 
subsequent chapters, students will be creating a mobile with 
significant people, ideas, events, etc. pertaining to the 
American Revolution.  

Originally, I had intended for the American Revolution 
project to be a research paper, but upon further reflection, I 
have augmented it to be a hybrid of note taking and artistry.  I 
will be updating, revising, and reposting the assignment 
guidelines in the Google calendar and with the students.  
Please keep in mind, however, that this is an ongoing project.  
Students need to keep pace with the reading and  
project or risk falling behind and staying up way  
too late the night before the project is due—which  
is Thursday, January 23. 
 

♠ 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


